Nature Ambience Vol. 01
Category

Filename

Description

Duration

Coastal

beach_morning_ambience_01_120_loop

Beach ambience, with wave and distant seagull walla.

02:01

Coastal

beach_morning_ambience_01_30_loop

Beach ambience, with wave and distant seagull walla. :30 edit

00:30

Coastal

beach_morning_ambience_01_60_loop

Beach ambience, with wave and distant seagull walla. :60 edit

01:00

Coastal

coastal_ambience_01_120_loop

Distant surf, close seagull and bird walla. Light breeze.

02:01

Coastal

coastal_ambience_01_30_loop

Distant surf, close seagull and bird walla. Light breeze. :30 edit

00:31

Coastal

coastal_ambience_01_60_loop

Distant surf, close seagull and bird walla. Light breeze. :60 edit

01:00

Coastal

coastal_ambience_02_120_loop

Distant heavy surf, distant seagull and bird walla. Light breeze.

02:01

Coastal

coastal_ambience_02_30_loop

Distant heavy surf, distant seagull and bird walla. Light breeze. :30 edit

00:36

Coastal

coastal_ambience_02_60_loop

Distant heavy surf, distant seagull and bird walla. Light breeze. :60 edit

01:04

Coastal

coastal_ambience_03_120_loop

Distant wave crash, distant seagull and bird walla.

01:59

Coastal

coastal_ambience_03_30_loop

Distant wave crash, distant seagull and bird walla. :30 edit

00:30

Coastal

coastal_ambience_03_60_loop

Distant wave crash, distant seagull and bird walla. :60 edit

01:00

Coastal

coastal_ambience_04_120_loop

Close mellow surf, seagull and bird walla.

02:00

Coastal

coastal_ambience_04_30_loop

Close mellow surf, seagull and bird walla. :30 edit

00:30

Coastal

coastal_ambience_04_60_loop

Close mellow surf, seagull and bird walla. :60 edit

01:01

Coastal

coastal_ambience_05_120_loop

Close soft wave crashes with distant bird walla.

01:59

Coastal

coastal_ambience_05_30_loop

Close soft wave crashes with distant bird walla. :30 edit

00:32

Coastal

coastal_ambience_05_60_loop

Close soft wave crashes with distant bird walla. :60 edit

01:02

Coastal

harbor_ambience_01_30_loop

Harbor ambience with distant boat drone, horn and seagull walla.

00:31

Coastal

harbor_ambience_01_60_loop

Harbor ambience with distant boat drone, horn and seagull walla. :60 edit

01:00

Coastal

harbor_ambience_02_30_loop

Harbor ambience with distant boat engine drone, light water lapping.

00:30

Coastal

harbor_ambience_02_60_loop

Harbor ambience with distant boat engine drone, light water lapping. :60 edit

01:00

Coastal

harbor_ambience_03_30_loop

Harbor ambience with distant boat engine drone, water lapping.

00:30

Coastal

harbor_ambience_03_60_loop

Harbor ambience with distant boat engine drone, water lapping. :60 edit

01:00

Coastal

harbor_ambience_04_30_loop

Harbor ambience with distant low ferry engine drone, water lapping.

00:30

Coastal

harbor_ambience_04_60_loop

Harbor ambience with distant low ferry engine drone, boat by, water lapping. :60 edit

01:00

Coastal

marina_ambience_01_30_loop

Close water lapping with seagull walla and marina dock creaking.

00:31

Coastal

marina_ambience_01_60_loop

Close water lapping with seagull walla and marina dock creaking. :60 edit

01:00

Country

birds_park_ambience_01_120_loop

Light tropical bird ambience and background walla.

01:59
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Country

birds_park_ambience_01_30_loop

Light tropical bird ambience and background walla. :30 edit

00:30

Country

birds_park_ambience_01_60_loop

Light tropical bird ambience and background walla. :60 edit

01:00

Country

birds_park_ambience_02_120_loop

Light tropical bird ambience and background walla. Light breeze.

02:00

Country

birds_park_ambience_02_30_loop

Light tropical bird ambience and background walla. Light breeze. :30 edit

00:30

Country

birds_park_ambience_02_60_loop

Light tropical bird ambience and background walla. Light breeze. :60 edit

01:00

Country

cave_ambience_01_loop

Ambient cave ambience. Low air movement, water drips, small stones tumbling.

00:31

Country

cave_ambience_02_loop

Low airy cave ambience drone.

00:31

Country

country_ambience_01_120_loop

Light country ambience with distant bird walla.

02:00

Country

country_ambience_01_30_loop

Light country ambience with distant bird walla.

00:30

Country

country_ambience_01_60_loop

Light country ambience with distant bird walla.

01:00

Country

country_ambience_02_30_loop

Busy country ambience with medium distant bird walla. :30 edit

00:31

Country

country_ambience_02_60_loop

Busy country ambience with medium distant bird walla. :60 edit

01:00

Country

country_ambience_02_90_loop

Busy country ambience with medium distant bird walla.

01:32

Country

country_ambience_03_30_loop

Busy country ambience with medium distant bird walla. Some closer perspective bird speak. :30 edit

00:32

Country

country_ambience_03_60_loop

Busy country ambience with medium distant bird walla. Some closer perspective bird speak. :60 edit

01:00

Country

country_ambience_03_90_loop

Busy country ambience with medium distant bird walla. Some closer perspective bird speak.

01:27

Country

country_ambience_04_30_loop

Light country ambience with distant bird walla. Crow caws in distance. :30 edit

00:32

Country

country_ambience_04_60_loop

Light country ambience with distant bird walla. Crow caws in distance.

00:56

Country

country_birds_ambience_01_120_loop

Country bird chatter. Close and distant perspective walla.

02:00

Country

country_birds_ambience_01_30_loop

Country bird chatter. Close and distant perspective walla. :30 edit

00:30

Country

country_birds_ambience_01_60_loop

Country bird chatter. Close and distant perspective walla. :60 edit

01:00

Country

country_meadow_ambience_afternoon_01_30_loop

Light afternoon meadow walla. :30 edit

00:31

Country

country_meadow_ambience_afternoon_01_60_loop

Light afternoon meadow walla.

01:03

Country

country_meadow_ambience_afternoon_02_30_loop

Light afternoon meadow walla. Very light bird chatter. :30 edit

00:32

Country

country_meadow_ambience_afternoon_02_60_loop

Light afternoon meadow walla. Very light bird chatter.

01:04

Country

country_meadow_ambience_morning_01_30_loop

Busy morning meadow walla. Heavy bird activity. :30 edit

00:30

Country

country_meadow_ambience_morning_01_60_loop

Busy morning meadow walla. Heavy bird activity. :60 edit

01:02

Country

country_meadow_ambience_morning_02_120_loop

Busy morning meadow walla. Heavy bird activity.

02:03

Country

country_meadow_ambience_morning_02_30_loop

Busy morning meadow walla. Heavy bird activity. :30 edit

00:31

Country

country_meadow_ambience_morning_02_60_loop

Busy morning meadow walla. Heavy bird activity. :60 edit

01:00

Country

country_meadow_ambience_morning_03_30_loop

Busy morning meadow walla. Heavy bird activity. Occasional close bird chatter. :30 edit

00:31

Country

country_meadow_ambience_morning_03_60_loop

Busy morning meadow walla. Heavy bird activity. Occasional close bird chatter.

01:02
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Country

desert_ambience_01_30_loop

Low airy desert ambience. Wind swirls. Occasional raven call. :30 edit

00:30

Country

desert_ambience_01_60_loop

Low airy desert ambience. Wind swirls. Occasional raven call.

01:00

Country

farm_sprinkler_ambience_30_loop

Sprinklers watering farm field.

00:31

Country

southern_country_ambience_120_loop_01

Mellow country bird walla. Close perspective bird calls with light background walla.

01:29

Country

southern_country_ambience_30_loop_01

Mellow country bird walla. Close perspective bird calls with light background walla. :30 edit

00:29

Country

southern_country_ambience_30_loop_02

Mellow country bird walla. Close perspective bird calls with light background walla. :30 alt edit

00:28

Country

southern_country_ambience_60_loop_01

Mellow country bird walla. Close perspective bird calls with light background walla. :60 edit

00:58

Country

southern_country_ambience_parrot_squawks_30_loop_01

Close up parrot squawks. Light background wind noise. :30 edit

00:27

Country

southern_country_ambience_parrot_squawks_30_loop_02

Close up parrot squawks. Light background wind noise. :30 alt edit

00:32

Country

southern_country_ambience_parrot_squawks_60_loop_01

Close up parrot squawks. Light background wind noise.

01:00

Country

southern_country_early_evening_ambience_15_loop_01

Light evening bird walla. Background cricket walla. Version 01

00:16

Country

southern_country_early_evening_ambience_15_loop_02

Light evening bird walla. Background cricket walla. Version 02

00:14

Crickets, Frogs

cicadas_ambience_01_15_loop

Constant high pitched cicada buzzing. Version 01

00:11

Crickets, Frogs

cicadas_ambience_02_15_loop

Constant high pitched cicada buzzing. Version 02

00:15

Crickets, Frogs

cicadas_swarm_ambience_01_15_loop

Rattling cicada noise, constant walla. :15 edit

00:15

Crickets, Frogs

cicadas_swarm_ambience_01_30_loop

Rattling cicada noise, constant walla.

00:30

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_ambience_01_15_loop

Nighttime cricket walla, heavy, constant. :15 edit

00:15

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_ambience_01_30_loop

Nighttime cricket walla, heavy, constant.

00:30

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_ambience_02_15_loop

Light daytime cricket chirping in field. :15 edit

00:15

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_ambience_02_30_loop

Light daytime cricket chirping in field.

00:33

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_ambience_03_15_loop

Light daytime cricket chirping in field. Close perspective, several crickets. :15 edit

00:15

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_ambience_03_30_loop

Light daytime cricket chirping in field. Close perspective, several crickets.

00:30

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_ambience_04_30_loop

Constant nighttime swamp cricket drone. Very light background frog walla. :30 edit

00:30

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_ambience_04_60_loop

Constant nighttime swamp cricket drone. Very light background frog walla.

00:59

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_ambience_05_15_loop

Nightime cricket walla with constant single frog croaks. :15 edit

00:16

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_ambience_05_30_loop

Nightime cricket walla with constant single frog croaks.

00:30

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_ambience_06_60_loop

Nighttime cricket walla, heavy, constant.

01:00

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_suburban_night_ambience_01_30_loop

Nighttime suburban cricket walla, heavy.

00:29

Crickets, Frogs

crickets_suburban_night_ambience_02_30_loop

Nighttime suburban cricket walla, heavy with low distant city din.

00:31

Crickets, Frogs

frog_ambience_01_20

Nighttime frog ambience, single loud frog croaks. Light background walla.

00:22

Crickets, Frogs

frog_ambience_02_30

Nighttime frog ambience, single loud frog croaks. :30 edit

00:32

Crickets, Frogs

frog_ambience_02_60

Nighttime frog ambience, single loud frog croaks.

01:01
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Crickets, Frogs

frog_distant_01

Distant tree frog croaks. Version 01

00:01

Crickets, Frogs

frog_distant_02

Distant tree frog croaks. Version 02

00:01

Crickets, Frogs

frog_distant_03

Distant tree frog croaks. Version 03

00:01

Crickets, Frogs

frog_distant_04

Distant tree frog croaks. Version 04

00:01

Crickets, Frogs

frog_ribbit_01

Prototypical single frog croak, close perspective. Version 01

00:03

Crickets, Frogs

frog_ribbit_02

Prototypical single frog croak, close perspective. Version 02

00:04

Crickets, Frogs

frog_ribbit_03

Prototypical single frog croak, close perspective. Version 03

00:04

Crickets, Frogs

frogs_ambience_03_05_loop

Nightime frog ambience walla. Distinctive croaks. :05 edit

00:04

Crickets, Frogs

frogs_ambience_03_15_loop

Nightime frog ambience walla. Distinctive croaks.

00:14

Crickets, Frogs

frogs_ambience_03_30_loop

Nightime frog ambience walla. Medium perspective walla. :30 edit

00:29

Crickets, Frogs

frogs_ambience_03_90_loop

Nightime frog ambience walla. Medium perspective walla. Distinctive croaks.

01:28

Crickets, Frogs

frogs_ambience_04_loop

Nightime frog ambience walla. Medium perspective walla. Distinctive croaks.

01:33

Forest

forest_alpine_birds_light_wind_01_120_loop

Alpine bird walla. Light background wind noise, medium perspective bird chatter.

02:01

Forest

forest_alpine_birds_light_wind_01_30_loop

Alpine bird walla. Light background wind noise, medium perspective bird chatter. :30 edit

00:30

Forest

forest_alpine_birds_light_wind_01_60_loop

Alpine bird walla. Light background wind noise, medium perspective bird chatter. :60 edit

01:00

Forest

forest_alpine_birds_with_rain_morning_01_120_loop

Light alpine forest bird walla with rainfall.

02:03

Forest

forest_alpine_birds_with_rain_morning_01_30_loop

Light alpine forest bird walla with rainfall. :30 edit

00:32

Forest

forest_alpine_birds_with_rain_morning_01_60_loop

Light alpine forest bird walla with rainfall. :60 edit

00:59

Forest

forest_alpine_crickets_01_30_loop

Very light alpine cricket walla. Background wind movement. :30 edit

00:29

Forest

forest_alpine_crickets_01_60_loop

Very light alpine cricket walla. Background wind movement. :60 edit

01:01

Forest

forest_alpine_crickets_01_90_loop

Very light alpine cricket walla. Background wind movement.

01:24

Forest

forest_alpine_crickets_02_60_loop

Very light alpine cricket walla. Heavier background wind movement.

00:59

Forest

forest_alpine_light_wind_01_120_loop

Wind noise through alpine forest.

02:02

Forest

forest_alpine_light_wind_01_60_loop

Wind noise through alpine forest. :60 edit.

01:00

Forest

forest_alpine_light_wind_birds_squirrels_01_120_loop

Light alpine forest walla with subtle bird and squirrel walla. Slight wind noise.

02:01

Forest

forest_alpine_light_wind_birds_squirrels_01_30_loop

Light alpine forest walla with subtle bird and squirrel walla. Slight wind noise. :30 edit.

00:36

Forest

forest_alpine_light_wind_birds_squirrels_01_60_loop

Light alpine forest walla with subtle bird and squirrel walla. Slight wind noise. :60 edit.

01:00

Forest

forest_ambience_01_120_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 01

01:55

Forest

forest_ambience_01_30_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 01 :30 edit

00:31

Forest

forest_ambience_01_60_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 01 :60 edit

00:57

Forest

forest_ambience_02_120_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 02

02:00

Forest

forest_ambience_02_30_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 02 :30 edit

00:33
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Forest

forest_ambience_02_60_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 02 :60 edit

01:02

Forest

forest_ambience_03_120_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 03

01:57

Forest

forest_ambience_03_30_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 03 :30 edit

00:28

Forest

forest_ambience_03_60_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 03 :60 edit

01:01

Forest

forest_ambience_04_30_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 04 :30 edit

00:29

Forest

forest_ambience_04_60_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 04 :60 edit

01:00

Forest

forest_ambience_04_90_loop

Forest ambience. Medium bird walla with subtle air movement through trees. Version 04

01:26

Forest

forest_ambience_05_30_loop

Forest ambience. Busier bird walla with closeup bird chattering. :30 edit.

00:30

Forest

forest_ambience_05_60_loop

Forest ambience. Busier bird walla with closeup bird chattering.

01:04

Forest

forest_aspens_leaves_light_wind_01_120_loop

Light wind through aspen trees. Occasional bird chatter.

02:01

Forest

forest_aspens_leaves_light_wind_01_30_loop

Light wind through aspen trees. Occasional bird chatter. :30 edit

00:32

Forest

forest_aspens_leaves_light_wind_01_60_loop

Light wind through aspen trees. Occasional bird chatter. :60 edit

01:04

Forest

forest_aspens_leaves_light_wind_02_120_loop

Light wind through aspen trees. Low pitched wind walla with leaf noise.

02:04

Forest

forest_aspens_leaves_light_wind_02_30_loop

Light wind through aspen trees. Low pitched wind walla with leaf noise. :30 edit

00:31

Forest

forest_aspens_leaves_light_wind_02_60_loop

Light wind through aspen trees. Low pitched wind walla with leaf noise. :60 edit

01:04

Forest

forest_day_ambience_01_30_loop

Quiet forest walla with close perspective bird chatter. :30 edit

00:30

Forest

forest_day_ambience_01_60_loop

Quiet forest walla with close perspective bird chatter.

01:00

Forest

forest_day_ambience_02_30_loop

Daytime forest walla with light background air movement. Medium bird activity. :30 edit

00:30

Forest

forest_day_ambience_02_60_loop

Daytime forest walla with light background air movement. Medium bird activity. :60 edit

01:00

Forest

forest_day_ambience_03_30_loop

Daytime forest walla with light background air movement. Occasional insect bys. :30 edit

00:29

Forest

forest_day_ambience_03_60_loop

Daytime forest walla with light background air movement. Occasional insect bys. :60 edit

01:00

Forest

forest_day_ambience_03_90_loop

Daytime forest walla with light background air movement. Occasional insect bys.

01:30

Forest

forest_day_ambience_light_01_30_loop

Light daytime forest activity. Sparse bird chatter with subtle background cricket walla.

00:29

Forest

forest_evening_ambience_01_30_loop

Quiet evening forest walla. Occasional close perspective bird chatter with background cricket drone. :30 edit

00:29

Forest

forest_evening_ambience_01_60_loop

Quiet evening forest walla. Occasional close perspective bird chatter with background cricket drone.

01:00

Forest

forest_morning_ambience_01_30_loop

Morning forest walla with subtle birds and cricket drone.

00:30

Forest

forest_morning_ambience_crickets_01_30_loop

Morning forest walla with heavy cricket drone and occasional bird chatter. Version 01 :30 edit

00:29

Forest

forest_morning_ambience_crickets_01_60_loop

Morning forest walla with heavy cricket drone and occasional bird chatter. Version 01

00:59

Forest

forest_morning_ambience_crickets_02_30_loop

Morning forest walla with heavy cricket drone and occasional bird chatter. Version 02 :30 edit

00:29

Forest

forest_morning_ambience_crickets_02_60_loop

Morning forest walla with heavy cricket drone and occasional bird chatter. Version 02

00:55

Forest

forest_morning_early_ambience_01_30_loop

Gentle early morning forest walla with occasional bird chatter and cricket drone. :30 edit

00:29

Forest

forest_morning_early_ambience_01_60_loop

Gentle early morning forest walla with occasional bird chatter and cricket drone.

00:58
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Forest

mountain_ambience_01_120_loop

Mountain terrain walla with heavy windflow, squirrel and light bird walla.

02:00

Forest

mountain_ambience_01_30_loop

Mountain terrain walla with heavy windflow, squirrel and light bird walla. :30 edit

00:30

Forest

mountain_ambience_01_60_loop

Mountain terrain walla with heavy windflow, squirrel and light bird walla. :60 edit

01:00

Forest

mountain_ambience_owls_01_30_loop

Distant owl hoots over very quiet mountainous walla. :30 edit

00:30

Forest

mountain_ambience_owls_01_60_loop

Distant owl hoots over very quiet mountainous walla.

01:00

Forest

mountain_ambience_owls_distant_coyote_01_loop

Distant owl hoots over very quiet mountainous walla. Distant coyote chatter.

02:01

Forest

thicket_morning_ambience_01_30

Busy morning bird walla with close perspective bird chatter and light background crickets. :30 edit

00:29

Forest

thicket_morning_ambience_01_60

Busy morning bird walla with close perspective bird chatter and light background crickets.

00:59

Forest

thicket_morning_ambience_02_30

Busy morning bird walla with close perspective bird chatter and light crickets. Distant bird calls. :30 edit

00:30

Forest

thicket_morning_ambience_02_60

Busy morning bird walla with close perspective bird chatter and light crickets. Distant bird calls.

01:00

Forest

thicket_morning_bird_peeps_01_30_loop

Busy morning bird walla with close perspective bird chatter and light background crickets. :30 edit

00:30

Forest

thicket_morning_bird_peeps_01_60_loop

Busy morning bird walla with close perspective bird chatter and light background crickets.

00:59

Forest

thicket_morning_bird_peeps_02_30_loop

Morning bird walla with light bird chatter and background crickets. Audible breeze. :30 edit

00:30

Forest

thicket_morning_bird_peeps_02_60_loop

Morning bird walla with light bird chatter and background crickets. Audible breeze. :60 edit

00:59

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_01_30_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air and tree movement. :30 edit

00:29

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_01_60_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air and tree movement. :60 edit

01:00

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_01_90_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air and tree movement.

01:33

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_02_30_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air and tree movement. Occasional close birds. :30 edit

00:30

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_02_60_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air and tree movement. Occasional close birds. :60 edit

01:01

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_02_90_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air and tree movement. Occasional close birds.

01:31

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_03_30_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air and tree movement. Occasional close birds. :30 edit

00:30

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_03_60_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air and tree movement. Occasional close birds. :60 edit

01:01

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_04_120_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air, cicada, tree movement. Close birds. Ver. 01

02:05

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_04_30_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air, cicada, tree movement. Close birds. Ver. 01 :30 edit

00:29

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_04_60_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air, cicada, tree movement. Close birds. Ver. 01 :60 edit

01:03

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_05_30_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air, cicada, tree movement. Close birds. Ver. 02 :30 edit

00:33

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_05_60_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird walla w/ air, cicada, tree movement. Close birds. Ver. 02

00:58

Jungle, Tropical

jungle_hawaiian_morning_ambience_06_30_loop

Early morning Hawaiian jungle amb. Light bird and cicada walla. Medium distant bird chatter.

00:37

Jungle, Tropical

tropical_ambience_01_loop

Heavy cicada ambience with medium distant bird walla. Version 01

00:19

Jungle, Tropical

tropical_ambience_02_loop

Heavy cicada ambience with medium distant bird walla. Version 02

00:13

Jungle, Tropical

tropical_bird_ambience_01_30_loop

Busy tropical bird walla. Version 01 :30 edit

00:30

Jungle, Tropical

tropical_bird_ambience_01_60_loop

Busy tropical bird walla. Version 01

01:00
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Jungle, Tropical

tropical_bird_ambience_02_30_loop

Busy tropical bird walla. Version 02 :30 edit

00:30

Jungle, Tropical

tropical_bird_ambience_02_60_loop

Busy tropical bird walla. Version 02

01:00

Jungle, Tropical

tropical_bird_ambience_03_loop

Busy tropical bird walla. Version 03

02:00

Jungle, Tropical

tropical_bird_ambience_04_loop

Busy tropical bird walla. Version 04

01:59

Jungle, Tropical

tropical_morning_ambience_01_120_loop

Light tropical morning ambience w/ subtle cicada background and periodic close perspective bird chatter.

02:00

Jungle, Tropical

tropical_morning_ambience_01_30_loop

Light tropical morning ambience w/ subtle cicada background and periodic close perspective bird chatter. :30 edit

00:30

Jungle, Tropical

tropical_morning_ambience_01_60_loop

Light tropical morning ambience w/ subtle cicada background and periodic close perspective bird chatter. :60 edit

01:00

Ocean

ocean_din_01_09_loop

Ocean surf din. Version 01

00:09

Ocean

ocean_din_02_27_loop

Ocean surf din. Version 02

00:27

Ocean

ocean_din_03_60_loop

Ocean surf din. Version 03

01:01

Ocean

ocean_surf_01_120_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 01

01:54

Ocean

ocean_surf_01_15_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 01 :15 edit

00:17

Ocean

ocean_surf_01_30_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 01 :30 edit

00:34

Ocean

ocean_surf_01_60_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 01 :60 edit

00:58

Ocean

ocean_surf_02_120_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 02

01:54

Ocean

ocean_surf_02_15_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 02 :15 edit

00:14

Ocean

ocean_surf_02_30_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 02 :30 edit

00:30

Ocean

ocean_surf_02_60_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 02 :60 edit

00:59

Ocean

ocean_surf_03_120_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 03

01:55

Ocean

ocean_surf_03_15_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 03 :15 edit

00:16

Ocean

ocean_surf_03_30_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 03 :30 edit

00:31

Ocean

ocean_surf_03_60_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 03

01:01

Ocean

ocean_surf_04_15_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 04 :15 edit

00:15

Ocean

ocean_surf_04_30_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 04 :30 edit

00:31

Ocean

ocean_surf_04_60_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 04 :60 edit

01:00

Ocean

ocean_surf_04_90_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 04

01:28

Ocean

ocean_surf_05_120_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 05

01:57

Ocean

ocean_surf_05_15_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 05 :15 edit

00:16

Ocean

ocean_surf_05_30_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 05 :30 edit

00:32

Ocean

ocean_surf_05_60_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 05 :60 edit

01:00

Ocean

ocean_surf_06_120_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 06

01:56

Ocean

ocean_surf_06_15_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 06 :15 edit

00:14
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Ocean

ocean_surf_06_30_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 06 :30 edit

00:30

Ocean

ocean_surf_06_60_loop

Ocean surf, close perspective with rolling waves. Version 06

01:01

Ocean

ocean_surf_seagulls_01_30_loop

Rolling surf breaking on beach with seagull walla. :30 edit

00:30

Ocean

ocean_surf_seagulls_01_60_loop

Rolling surf breaking on beach with seagull walla.

00:59

Ocean

ocean_surf_seagulls_02_30_loop

Calm rolling surf breaking on beach with seagull walla. :30 edit

00:29

Ocean

ocean_surf_seagulls_02_60_loop

Calm rolling surf breaking on beach with seagull walla.

00:58

Ocean

ocean_surf_seagulls_03_30_loop

Rolling surf breaking on beach with periodic seagull walla. :30 edit

00:32

Ocean

ocean_surf_seagulls_03_60_loop

Rolling surf breaking on beach with periodic seagull walla.

01:03

Ocean

ocean_surf_seagulls_04_30_loop

Small rolling waves with seagull walla. :30 edit

00:29

Ocean

ocean_surf_seagulls_04_60_loop

Small rolling waves with seagull walla.

01:03

Ocean

waves_01_30_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 01 :30 edit

00:29

Ocean

waves_01_60_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 01

00:58

Ocean

waves_02_30_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 02 :30 edit

00:32

Ocean

waves_02_60_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 02

01:03

Ocean

waves_03_30_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 03 :30 edit

01:02

Ocean

waves_03_60_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 03

01:02

Ocean

waves_04_110_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 04

01:49

Ocean

waves_04_30_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 04 :30 edit

00:38

Ocean

waves_04_38_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 04 :38 edit

00:38

Ocean

waves_04_50_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 04 :50 edit

00:50

Ocean

waves_04_68_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 04

01:08

Ocean

waves_05_120_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 05

01:58

Ocean

waves_05_30_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 05 :30 edit

00:29

Ocean

waves_05_60_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 05 :60 edit

01:03

Ocean

waves_06_120_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 06

01:59

Ocean

waves_06_30_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 06 :30 edit

00:30

Ocean

waves_06_60_loop

Waves breaking on beach walla. Version 06 :60 edit

01:03

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_many_01

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Series of waves. Version 01

00:39

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_many_02

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Series of waves. Version 02

00:19

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_many_03

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Series of waves. Version 03

00:20

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_many_04

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Series of waves. Version 04

00:37

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_many_05

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Series of waves. Version 05

01:11
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Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_many_06

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Series of waves. Version 06

00:35

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_many_07

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Series of waves. Version 07

00:36

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_single_01

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 01

00:09

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_single_02

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 02

00:09

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_single_03

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 03

00:09

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_single_04

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 04

00:10

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_single_05

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 05

00:05

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_single_06

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 06

00:09

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_single_07

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 07

00:11

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_single_08

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 08

00:09

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_single_09

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 09

00:09

Ocean

waves_impact_on_rocks_single_10

Large ocean wave impacting against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 10

00:09

Ocean

waves_rough_01_44_loop

Rough, choppy waves breaking on sandy shoreline. Heavy impacts with spray. :44 edit

00:44

Ocean

waves_rough_01_90_loop

Rough, choppy waves breaking on sandy shoreline. Heavy impacts with spray.

01:28

Ocean

waves_rough_02_33_loop

Rough, choppy waves breaking on sandy shoreline. Heavy impacts with spray. Water sloshing.

00:33

Ocean

waves_rough_03_33_loop

Rough, choppy waves breaking on sandy shoreline. Rolling impacts with spray. Constant walla. :33 edit

00:28

Ocean

waves_rough_03_75_loop

Rough, choppy waves breaking on sandy shoreline. Rolling impacts with spray. Constant walla.

01:14

Ocean

waves_rough_04_51_loop

Heavy surf crashing on sandy beach. Good ebb and flow of waves.

00:51

Ocean

waves_single_01

Single ocean wave breaking on sandy beach. Version 01

00:10

Ocean

waves_single_02

Single ocean wave breaking on sandy beach. Version 02

00:09

Ocean

waves_single_03

Single ocean wave breaking on sandy beach. Version 03

00:12

Ocean

waves_single_04

Single ocean wave breaking on sandy beach. Version 04

00:12

Ocean

waves_single_05

Single ocean wave breaking on sandy beach. Version 05

00:13

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_many_01

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Series of waves. Version 01

00:50

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_many_02

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Series of waves. Version 02

00:31

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_many_03

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Series of waves. Version 03

00:40

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_many_04

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Series of waves. Version 04

00:56

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_01

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 01

00:07

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_02

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 02

00:08

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_03

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 03

00:07

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_04

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 04

00:07

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_05

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 05

00:08
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Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_06

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 06

00:13

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_07

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 07

00:07

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_08

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 08

00:07

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_09

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 09

00:09

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_10

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 10

00:08

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_11

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 11

00:07

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_12

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 12

00:06

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_13

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 13

00:06

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_14

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 14

00:07

Ocean

waves_smash_on_rocks_single_15

Large ocean wave smashing against rocky shoreline. Single wave. Version 15

00:05

Pond, Lake

lake_wave_single_lap_gentle_01

Small gentle lake wave lap. Version 01

00:01

Pond, Lake

lake_wave_single_lap_gentle_02

Small gentle lake wave lap. Version 02

00:01

Pond, Lake

lake_wave_single_lap_gentle_03

Small gentle lake wave lap. Version 03

00:01

Pond, Lake

lake_wave_single_lap_gentle_04

Small gentle lake wave lap. Version 04

00:01

Pond, Lake

lake_wave_single_lap_gentle_05

Small gentle lake wave lap. Version 05

00:01

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_01_10_loop

Lake waves crashing against the shore. :10 edit

00:11

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_01_30_loop

Lake waves crashing against the shore. :30 edit

00:30

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_01_60_loop

Lake waves crashing against the shore.

01:00

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_02_10_loop

Heavy lake waves crashing against the shore. :10 edit

00:10

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_02_30_loop

Heavy lake waves crashing against the shore. :30 edit

00:31

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_02_60_loop

Heavy lake waves crashing against the shore.

00:59

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_03_10_loop

Light lake waves crashing against a sandy shore. :10 edit

00:10

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_03_30_loop

Light lake waves crashing against a sandy shore. :30 edit

00:29

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_03_60_loop

Light lake waves crashing against a sandy shore.

01:00

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_gentle_01_10_loop

Gentle lake waves lapping. :10 edit

00:10

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_gentle_01_30_loop

Gentle lake waves lapping. :30 edit

00:29

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_gentle_01_60_loop

Gentle lake waves lapping.

01:01

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_gentle_02_10_loop

Gentle lake waves lapping on sandy shore. :10 edit

00:11

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_gentle_02_30_loop

Gentle lake waves lapping on sandy shore. :30 edit

00:30

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_gentle_02_60_loop

Gentle lake waves lapping on sandy shore.

01:00

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_gentle_03_10_loop

Light lake waves lapping. :10 edit

00:11

Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_gentle_03_30_loop

Light lake waves lapping. :30 edit

00:31
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Pond, Lake

lake_waves_lapping_gentle_03_60_loop

Light lake waves lapping.

01:01

Pond, Lake

pond_ambience_01_30_loop

Pond ambience with ducks, birds and light water walla. :30 edit

00:30

Pond, Lake

pond_ambience_01_60_loop

Pond ambience with ducks, birds and light water walla.

01:00

Pond, Lake

pond_fountain_01_10_loop

Light pond fountain walla. :10 edit

00:10

Pond, Lake

pond_fountain_01_30_loop

Light pond fountain walla.

00:30

Suburban

suburban_ambience_01_30_loop

Low suburban din with light distant bird walla. :30 edit

00:33

Suburban

suburban_ambience_01_60_loop

Low suburban din with light distant bird walla.

01:09

Suburban

suburban_ambience_02_30_loop

Low suburban din with light distant bird walla and traffic. :30 edit

00:30

Suburban

suburban_ambience_02_60_loop

Low suburban din with light distant bird walla and traffic.

01:02

Suburban

suburban_ambience_03_120_loop

Low suburban din with light distant bird and traffic walla. Some car bys.

01:59

Suburban

suburban_ambience_04_120_loop

Low suburban din with light distant bird and traffic walla. Some car bys. Close crow caws.

02:23

Suburban

suburban_ambience_bird_twitter_01_loop

Early morning suburban din. Lively bird walla with very light traffic din.

00:40

Suburban

suburban_ambience_bird_twitter_02_loop

Early morning suburban din. Lively bird walla with very light traffic din.

00:46

Suburban

suburban_ambience_bird_twitter_03_loop

Early morning suburban din. Lively bird walla with very light traffic din. Light breeze.

00:19

Suburban

suburban_ambience_bird_twitter_04_loop

Early morning suburban din. Lively bird walla with light traffic din. Slight breeze.

00:33

Suburban

suburban_ambience_bird_twitter_05_30_loop

Early morning suburban din. Heavy, close perspective bird walla with very light traffic din. :30 edit

00:29

Suburban

suburban_ambience_bird_twitter_05_60_loop

Early morning suburban din. Heavy, close perspective bird walla with very light traffic din.

01:04

Suburban

suburban_ambience_bird_twitter_06_30_loop

Early morning suburban din. Heavy, close perspective bird walla with very light traffic din. :30 edit

00:30

Suburban

suburban_ambience_bird_twitter_06_60_loop

Early morning suburban din. Heavy, close perspective bird walla with very light traffic din.

00:58

Suburban

suburban_ambience_bird_twitter_07_loop

Suburban walla, single bird chirping, close perspective. Light breeze.

00:14

Suburban

suburban_ambience_bird_twitter_08_loop

Suburban walla, single bird chirping, close perspective. Light breeze.

00:44

Suburban

suburban_ambience_birds_spring_morning_01_30_loop

Heavy spring morning bird walla in suburbia. Distant crow caws. Very light general din. :30 edit

00:30

Suburban

suburban_ambience_birds_spring_morning_01_60_loop

Heavy spring morning bird walla in suburbia. Distant crow caws. Very light general din. :60 edit

01:05

Suburban

suburban_ambience_birds_spring_morning_01_90_loop

Heavy spring morning bird walla in suburbia. Distant crow caws. Very light general din.

01:30

Suburban

suburban_ambience_crickets_01_loop

Suburbian din with heavy cricket walla. Low traffic walla.

00:09

Suburban

suburban_ambience_crickets_02_loop

Suburbian din with heavy cricket walla. Light traffic walla.

00:10

Suburban

suburban_ambience_night_01_60_loop

Nighttime suburban din. Heavy cricket walla, no traffic din.

00:59

Suburban

suburban_ambience_night_02_60_loop

Nighttime suburban din. Heavy cricket walla with low distant traffic din.

01:00

Suburban

suburban_ambience_night_03_60_loop

Evening suburban din. Heavy cricket walla, light dogs and birds with medium traffic din.

00:59

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_01_120_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ cicada drone and light background bird walla. Periodic frog croaks.

02:01

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_01_30_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ cicada drone and light background bird walla. Periodic frog croaks. :30 edit

00:30

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_01_60_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ cicada drone and light background bird walla. Periodic frog croaks. :60 edit

01:00
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Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_02_120_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ cicada drone and light background bird walla. Periodic frog croaks.

02:03

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_02_30_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ cicada drone and light background bird walla. Periodic frog croaks. :30 edit

00:31

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_02_60_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ cicada drone and light background bird walla. Periodic frog croaks. :60 edit

01:01

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_03_30_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ cicada drone and light background bird walla. Periodic frogs w/ breeze. :30 edit

00:32

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_03_60_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ cicada drone and light background bird walla. Periodic frogs w/ breeze. :60 edit

01:00

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_03_90_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ cicada drone and light background bird walla. Periodic frogs w/ breeze.

01:32

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_04_30_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ cicada drone and light cricket walla. Very light background bird chatter. :30 edit

00:29

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_04_60_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ cicada drone and light cricket walla. Very light background bird chatter.

01:01

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_05_30_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ delicate cicada and cricket walla. Very light background bird chatter. :30 edit

00:31

Swamp

swamp_ambience_day_05_60_loop

Quiet daytime swamp ambience w/ delicate cicada and cricket walla. Very light background bird chatter.

00:57

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_01_30_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with light cicadas and frog walla. :30 edit

00:31

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_01_60_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with light cicadas and frog walla.

01:00

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_02_30_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with light cicadas and cricket walla. :30 edit

00:29

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_02_60_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with light cicadas and cricket walla.

00:56

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_03_120_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with cicada drone and periodic bird chatter.

02:01

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_03_30_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with cicada drone and periodic bird chatter. :30 edit

00:35

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_03_60_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with cicada drone and periodic bird chatter. :60 edit

01:03

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_04_30_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with light cicadas and cricket walla. Distant crow caw. :30 edit

00:34

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_04_60_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with light cicadas and cricket walla. Distant crow caw. :60 edit

00:59

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_05_120_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with very light cicada drone and periodic bird chatter.

02:10

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_05_30_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with very light cicada drone and periodic bird chatter. :30 edit

00:32

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_05_60_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with very light cicada drone and periodic bird chatter. :60 edit

01:02

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_06_120_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with heavy cicada drone and periodic frog chatter.

02:00

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_06_30_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with heavy cicada drone and periodic frog chatter. :30 edit

00:38

Swamp

swamp_ambience_morning_06_60_loop

Gentle morning swamp ambience with heavy cicada drone and periodic frog chatter. :60 edit

01:08

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_01_120_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with dense frog walla.

02:00

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_01_30_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with dense frog walla. :30 edit

00:30

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_01_60_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with dense frog walla. :60 edit

01:00

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_02_120_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with dense frog walla. Many individual frog croaks.

02:00

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_02_30_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with dense frog walla. Many individual frog croaks. :30 edit

00:30

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_02_60_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with dense frog walla. Many individual frog croaks. :60 edit

01:00

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_03_120_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with dense frog walla drone. Distant frog croaks.

02:00
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Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_03_30_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with dense frog walla drone. Distant frog croaks. :30 edit

00:30

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_03_60_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with dense frog walla drone. Distant frog croaks. :60 edit

01:01

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_04_120_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with cicada drone and frog walla. Many individual croaks.

02:00

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_04_30_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with cicada drone and frog walla. Many individual croaks. :30 edit

00:30

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_04_60_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with cicada drone and frog walla. Many individual croaks. :60 edit

01:02

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_05_120_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with close perspective frog croaking and cricket chatter.

02:00

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_05_30_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with close perspective frog croaking and cricket chatter. :30 edit

00:30

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_05_60_loop

Busy nighttime swamp ambience with close perspective frog croaking and cricket chatter. :60 edit

01:00

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_06_120_loop

Dense nighttime swamp ambience with frog and cricket walla.

02:02

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_06_30_loop

Dense nighttime swamp ambience with frog and cricket walla. :30 edit

00:31

Swamp

swamp_ambience_night_06_60_loop

Dense nighttime swamp ambience with frog and cricket walla. :60 edit

00:59

Swamp

swamp_ambience_with_rolling_thunder_01_120_loop

Quiet daytime swamp amb. w/ distant rolling thunder. Light cicada walla and rain dripping on foliage.

02:09

Swamp

swamp_ambience_with_rolling_thunder_01_30_loop

Quiet daytime swamp amb. w/ distant rolling thunder. Light cicada walla and rain dripping on foliage. :30 edit

00:32

Swamp

swamp_ambience_with_rolling_thunder_01_60_loop

Quiet daytime swamp amb. w/ distant rolling thunder. Light cicada walla and rain dripping on foliage. :60 edit

01:04

Swamp

swamp_ambience_with_rolling_thunder_02_120_loop

Quiet daytime swamp amb. w/ distant rolling thunder. Light cicada walla w/ rain drips on foliage.

02:03

Swamp

swamp_ambience_with_rolling_thunder_02_30_loop

Quiet daytime swamp amb. w/ distant rolling thunder. Light cicada walla w/ rain drips on foliage. :30 edit

00:31

Swamp

swamp_ambience_with_rolling_thunder_02_60_loop

Quiet daytime swamp amb. w/ distant rolling thunder. Light cicada walla w/ rain drips on foliage. :60 edit

01:04

Swamp

swamp_ambience_with_rolling_thunder_03_120_loop

Quiet daytime swamp amb. w/ distant rolling thunder. Light cicada walla w/ occasional distant birds.

02:02

Swamp

swamp_ambience_with_rolling_thunder_03_30_loop

Quiet daytime swamp amb. w/ distant rolling thunder. Light cicada walla w/ occasional distant birds. :30 edit

00:35

Swamp

swamp_ambience_with_rolling_thunder_03_60_loop

Quiet daytime swamp amb. w/ distant rolling thunder. Light cicada walla w/ occasional distant birds. :60 edit

01:02
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